
TEB BNP Paribas easily integrated Mall IQ 
SDK into their mobile app and immediately 
started using the location based campaign 

management tools provided by Mall IQ.  

TEB BNP Paribas team designed their 
location based real-time campaign using  

Mall IQ Campaign Management Dashboard. 

                 The campaign was sent to the 
customers via SMS, as per TEB BNP 

Paribas’ preference, to reach the  
customers that turned off their  

push notification settings. 

TEB BNP Paribas is a strategic partnership of TEB,  
one of Turkey’s deeply-rooted financial institutions  
and BNP Paribas, which has a presence  
in 74 countries and which today is the  
world’s seventh-biggest asset  
manager and the Euro area’s  
number one bank. 

TEB BNP Paribas wanted to execute  
a location based real-time campaign  
to increase credit card usage.  
The campaign offered the customers  
50 TL worth of credit card points  
if they used their TEB Bonus  
credit cards in the malls between 18:00-21:00 during Ramadan. This 
campaign was integrated with EVAM (real-time event trigger platform) 
to check the targeted customers’ TEB Bonus credit card ownership 
and credit card limit availability to ensure eligibility.    

MALL IQ SOLUTION

THE RESULTS
With Mall IQ solution, out of the 14,617 customers  
targeted,  6.4% of the customers used  
their TEB Bonus credit cards to make a  
purchase - totally incremental sales that  
would not have happened otherwise. 
  
Taking into consideration that the average return  
rate on segmented campaigns is around 1% - 2%,  
this campaign yielded 4.3x uplift. The results 
not only prove that location based real-time offers  
are more effective but also TEB BNP Paribas 
reached out only to the customers at the right  
time and location without overwhelming  
a less interested customer base. 

Mall IQ, Inc. is a San Francisco based location intelligence company 
focused on the development of scalable indoor and outdoor location 

based analytics and engagement platforms.  
  

Mall IQ empowers payment & banking, retail, loyalty and e-commerce 
apps to understand their customers' behavior in shopping malls and 

high-streets and engage them with relevant messages at the right time 
and location to monetize offline purchase intent. 

  
Founded in 2015 in Silicon Valley, CA, Mall IQ, Inc. develops cutting 

edge, scalable, location-based engagement, analytics & AI platforms. 
Mall IQ has customers in 6 countries including  

USA, Turkey, Middle East and Asia.

TEB BNP Paribas achieved  
6.4% notification-to-purchase  
on the credit card usage campaign translating into  

4.3x uplift  
compared to the their traditional marketing campaigns.

TEB BNP Paribas trusts Mall IQ Location Intelligence Platform to 
deliver its campaigns to the customers at the right time and location, 
increasing its credit card usage.

6.4% notification-to-purchase on the  
credit card usage with 4.3x uplift  

with Mall IQ Location Intelligence solutions 
 compared to traditional marketing campaigns.
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